Preferred Securities

Beyond Bonds
The Role of Preferred Securities in Institutional Portfolios

Yielding more than 4% at a time of historically low interest rates, preferred securities may represent an
attractive option for institutional investors seeking to generate income and manage the risk of rising
interest rates.

A high-income alternative

A complement within fixed income

Managing risks and generating alpha

Due to their subordination to senior
debt, preferred securities offer higher
yields than other investment-grade fixed
income categories, yet are primarily
issued by high-quality, non-cyclical
companies.

Preferred securities’ history of
diversifying correlation with equities and
other fixed income asset classes offer
the potential to improve risk-adjusted
portfolio returns, with less volatility than
high yield bonds.

Preferred securities provide managers
with a variety of tools for navigating
interest-rate cycles.
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Beyond Bonds

Overview
Preferred securities play a distinct role in capital markets. As a form of equity for issuers, they help
companies reach capitalization goals for regulatory and rating-agency purposes. Yet from an investor
standpoint, they act more like bonds, issued at par and offering a fixed or floating rate of income. As
a result of their hybrid characteristics, preferreds are typically underutilized by institutional investors,
lacking a natural home in traditional stock or bond allocations.
However, preferreds feature attractive investment characteristics, including a history of high yields,
strong total returns and diversifying correlations with other asset classes. Preferreds are issued largely
by investment-grade, non-cyclical issuers—primarily banks and insurance companies—resulting in low
sector overlap with high yield and corporate bond markets.
Furthermore, preferreds may help investors better manage interest-rate risk in their portfolios given
the variety of rate reset structures available. In fact, due to call features within their structures, most
preferred securities today feature short to intermediate durations while still generating high income
levels. Additionally, knowledgeable active managers may be able to exploit the complexity of these
structures and market inefficiencies to generate excess return potential.
At a time of historically low interest rates, we believe preferred securities are particularly attractive
today, offering the potential for relatively high and stable income rates, with yield spreads to corporate
bonds well above historical averages. In our view, preferred securities can add value as a dedicated,
long-term investment in a well-rounded institutional fixed income portfolio.

Benefits of preferred securities

A high-income alternative

A complement within fixed income

•

Attractive current income and strong
historical total returns

•

Generally sustainable distributions
from primarily investment-grade,
non-cyclical issuers

•

•

•

Low historical correlations with other
asset classes
Potential for improved risk-adjusted
portfolio returns
A potentially effective pair with high
yield bonds

Risk management and alpha
generation
•

Low-duration structures can help
manage interest-rate risk

•

Market inefficiencies can create
opportunities for active managers

A high-income alternative
Fixed income investors face unprecedented challenges today. Bonds pay little income and interest
rates are expected to remain low, with central banks globally signaling their intention to let inflation run
hot before taking action. Meanwhile, governments are spending more to spur economies and relying on
low rates to finance that spending, increasing the risk of rising bond yields and/or higher inflation. For
investors looking beyond traditional fixed income, preferred securities may offer an attractive solution,
providing the potential for high yields and diversification through exposure to largely non-cyclical
businesses, in security structures that can help limit interest-rate risk.
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Attractive current income
Because preferreds sit lower in the capital structure than senior and subordinated debt, they typically
oﬀer some of the highest income rates in high-grade fixed income markets. As of November 2020,
preferreds had higher yields than “core” categories and were competitive with the selected non-core
groups. This income component has contributed to preferreds’ attractive total returns over time, while
often providing a cushion in down markets.
Exhibit 1: Yield by asset class
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At November 30, 2020. Source: Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. The information presented above does not reflect the performance
of any fund or other account managed or serviced by Cohen & Steers, and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of performance
reflected above. An investor cannot invest directly in an index and index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees, expenses or taxes. Index
comparisons have limitations as volatility and other characteristics may differ from a particular investment. See back page for index associations, definitions
and additional disclosures.

Strong total returns
In the 10 years through November 2020 (post the global financial crisis, and as banks greatly improved
their capital strength), preferred securities were the top-performing fixed income sector. On a calendar
year basis, returns for preferred securities were often well balanced with returns in other classes and
frequently outperformed the peer group as a whole.
Exhibit 2: Total returns by asset classs
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At November 30, 2020. Source: Morningstar, Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. The information presented above does not reflect the performance of any fund or other account
managed or serviced by Cohen & Steers, and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of performance reflected above. An investor cannot invest directly in an index
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investment. See back page for index associations, definitions and additional disclosures.
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Beyond Bonds

Largely investment-grade, non-cyclical issuers
Companies that issue preferred securities are mainly large, heavily regulated companies with high, stable
and transparent cash ﬂows. The most common issuers include banks, insurance companies, utilities,
telecommunications companies and real estate investment trusts (REITs). Since preferred payments
can be deferred or omitted in times of stress, investors tend to demand high-quality, tested and stable
business models in order to provide an adequate comfort level around payments. Although preferred
coupon payments are discretionary and subject to deferral or outright omission, such actions are
extremely rare in practice, typically only occurring in cases of great corporate strain.
Tailwinds from regulatory reforms
Banks and insurance companies are among the most ubiquitous preferred issuers. A great appeal
of preferreds for highly regulated financial issuers is that they may count towards regulatory equity
requirements. Stricter banking regulations since the financial crisis of 2008/09 have put pressure on
corporate profits but have been positive for bondholders and owners of preferred securities. Balance
sheets of many of the largest bank issuers of preferred securities have strengthened significantly, making
preferreds a safer investment, in our view. Despite this de-risking, these issuers have maintained a
competitive yield advantage.
Stability from real asset owner/operators
Other sizeable issuers of preferreds include companies that own hard assets, such as utilities,
telecommunications companies and REITs. Utility companies in some jurisdictions use preferred
securities to improve corporate results because preferreds are included in the equity bases on which
a regulated rate of return is allowed. However, many utility, telecom and other issuers use preferreds
to receive equity treatment from credit rating agencies, thereby potentially lowering their cost of capital
to support their large capital expenditure programs. For hard-asset companies, like REITs, preferred
securities can also help better match liabilities with their long-lived assets, diminish debt rollover risks
and provide for funding without encumbering assets.

Preferreds offer attractive attributes from a risk standpoint,
yet offer some the highest income rates found within
investment-grade fixed income
Sustainable outlays
The highly regulated and/or steady cash flow businesses of preferred issuers historically have inherently
provide for a stable income profile. For bank issuers, for example, global regulations have led to strong
capital positions. U.S. banks entered this cycle with capital ratios near record levels, at roughly 10% on
average—meaning they should be able to withstand losses at least as large as those incurred during the
financial crisis and still have capital in excess of their required minimums. Similarly, we expect European
banks to maintain robust capital positions, even under much more negative economic circumstances
than they face today.
Exhibit 3 examines how U.S. banks have distributed capital in recent years, highlighting the stability of
preferred dividends. During the past five years, common stock buybacks represented 50–70% of banks’
capital distributions. The Federal Reserve, however, has temporarily barred bank stock repurchases to
help ensure banks remain resilient in light of the recent economic downturn. Annual common dividends
have represented another 25% of capital disbursed, and the Fed has also temporarily prohibited banks
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from increasing common dividends. Despite restrictions on buybacks and common dividend increases,
regulators have indicated that they have no intention of suspending preferred dividends, which require
less than 5% bank capital annually. Given the relatively small demand on bank capital positions, we
believe preferred dividends will remain secure going forward.
Exhibit 3: U.S. bank capital distributions
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At November 30, 2020. Source: CreditSights, Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. The information presented above does not reflect the
performance of any fund or other account managed or serviced by Cohen & Steers, and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of
performance reflected above. See back page for index associations, definitions and additional disclosures.

A complement within fixed income
Based on preferreds’ history of high income, attractive returns, low volatility and low correlations to other
asset classes, a dedicated allocation may enhance potential risk-adjusted returns within fixed income.
Low correlations with other asset classes
Preferred securities have had diversifying correlation with equities, as well as other fixed-income
asset classes. This is partly because banks and insurance companies, the largest issuers of preferred
securities, are typically not well represented in other fixed income strategies, like high-yield bonds. Exhibit
4 shows the 10-year correlation of the selected investment strategies with one another. Low correlations
with other asset classes provide strong evidence for preferred securities as a portfolio diversifier.
Exhibit 4: Correlations of monthly returns
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At November 30, 2020. Source: Morningstar, Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. The information presented above does not reflect the
performance of any fund or other account managed or serviced by Cohen & Steers, and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of
performance reflected above. An investor cannot invest directly in an index and index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees, expenses
or taxes. Index comparisons have limitations as volatility and other characteristics may differ from a particular investment. See back page for index
associations, definitions and additional disclosures.
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Beyond Bonds

Potential for improved risk-adjusted returns
The distinct characteristics of preferreds indicate a potential to improve the risk-adjusted returns. Exhibit
5, which focuses on non-core classes, illustrates the potential of a preferred allocation to enhance the
return and risk profile of a fixed income bucket, while helping to maintain an attractive income stream. On
the left is an equally divided mix of high-yield bonds, emerging market debt and bank loans. The equal
weight portfolio on the right, which was expanded to include preferreds, had better returns and a higher
yield, yet with lower risk. Whether as an addition to an income bucket as seen here, or as a satellite
added to a core allocation, we believe preferreds are an attractive alternative.
Exhibit 5: Enhanced portfolio outcome potential with preferreds
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At November 30, 2020. Source: BofA, Barclays, Credit Suisse, Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee that any historical trend illustrated above
will be repeated in the future, and there is no way to predict precisely when such a trend will begin. The information presented above does not reflect the
performance of any fund or other account managed or serviced by Cohen & Steers, and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of
performance reflected above. An investor cannot invest directly in an index and index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees, expenses or
taxes. Index comparisons have limitations as volatility and other characteristics may differ from a particular investment. Yields shown on a yield-to-maturity
basis. (a) Risk is measured by standard deviation, which shows how much variation or dispersion exists from the average. See back page for index
definitions and additional disclosures

A complement to high yield and emerging market bonds
Preferreds can potentially boost portfolio returns without necessarily assuming greater credit risk, making
them a potentially effective complement to other alternative income choices. The preferreds universe is
comprised mostly of investment-grade issues from large-capitalization, developed-market companies
with strong balance sheets in low-cyclical industries. To get a higher yield than what is currently available
from BBB-rated preferreds, investors would need to move down several notches in credit quality, to
speculative or highly speculative bonds (Exhibit 6). Issuers of high yield bonds are typically smaller
companies with highly leveraged balance sheets operating in cyclical industries, with cash flows often
depended on the health of the economy. Their lower credit rating is an indication of higher default risk.
High income rates can also typically be captured in emerging market debt. However, this category
may expose investors to considerably more volatility and higher risk, including cyclical risk (currently
exacerbated by COVID-19), often-overleveraged borrowers, currency risk and a general lack of liquidity.
Whether as an addition to an income bucket or as a satellite added to a core allocation, we believe
preferreds are an attractive alternative. An allocation to preferred securities can boost portfolio returns
without increasing risk.
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Exhibit 6: High-yield debt may entail significantly more credit risk
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At November 30, 2020. Source: Bloomberg, Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. The information presented above does not reflect the performance of any fund or other account
managed or serviced by Cohen & Steers, and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of performance reflected above. An investor cannot invest directly in an index
and index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees, expenses or taxes. Index comparisons have limitations as volatility and other characteristics may differ from a particular
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represents 11% of the main index. See back page for index associations, definitions and additional disclosures.

Attractive relative values
Today, preferred securities offer attractive relative value
among fixed income investments. Yield spreads (the
difference between yields on differing debt instruments)
between preferreds and U.S. Treasuries and corporate
bonds are currently well above their historical averages.
(Exhibit 7). Wide yield spreads may also diminish
interest-rate risk; if Treasury yields increase, yield
spreads of preferreds can tighten to help offset the
negative price effect.

Exhibit 7: Large yield spreads indicate potential relative value
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At November 30, 2020. Source: Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.
The information presented above does not reflect the performance of any fund or other
account managed or serviced by Cohen & Steers, and there is no guarantee that investors
will experience the type of performance reflected above. An investor cannot invest directly
in an index and index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees, expenses
or taxes. Index comparisons have limitations as volatility and other characteristics may
differ from a particular investment. See back page for index associations, definitions and
additional disclosures.
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Managing risks and generating alpha
The array of security structures available in the preferred
market gives active managers a sizable toolbox to add
potential value for investors. The complexity of these
instruments and the ongoing evolution of the preferred market
may provide skilled managers with opportunities to generate
excess returns and manage risk.

•

Low-duration structures. The fixed-to-ﬂoat structures for
most OTC-traded preferreds typically have short durations,
as their income rates typically reset with changes in
short-term rates. The low-duration segment of the
preferreds market also represents diﬀerent sectors than
those typically present in other low-duration fixed income,
potentially diversifying exposure to sector-specific risks.

•

Higher-coupon/higher-income securities. Securities that
pay higher coupons tend to perform better than lowercoupon issues in a rising-rate environment, benefiting
from high current income rates. Income in and of itself also
provides a total-return defense over time.

•

Foreign-currency-denominated securities where
interest-rate cycles may not be in sync with those
in the United States. By investing in preferreds
denominated in foreign currencies, we are able to take
advantage of yield environments that may remain low for a
longer period of time.

Navigating interest-rate cycles
Although we expect interest rates to remain relatively low for
the foreseeable future, many investors are taking a cautious
approach to duration risk based on the potential for rising
bond yields in the future. Professional managers can employ
preferred securities in a variety of ways to limit interest-rate risk.
•

Preferreds with wider credit spreads. In a rising-rate
environment, below-investment-grade and unrated
preferred securities with wide credit price returns as well
as higher income rates.

Exhibit 8: Average duration groups of fixed income strategies
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At November 30, 2020. Source: eVestment, Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. The chart above is for illustrative purposes only. There is no guarantee that any historical trend
illustrated above will be repeated in the future or any way to know in advance when such a trend might begin. Average characteristics and duration buckets were created by using all
eVestment fixed-income universes, filtered by duration. Duration measures the price sensitivity of a fixed income or preferred security to changes in interest rates (or yields). The higher
the duration, the greater the price change in response to a rise or fall in yield. The duration of a preferred security depends, in part, on how it is structured. Yields are shown on a yield-tomaturity basis. Duration shown is modified duration, as this is the duration calculation provided by eVestment. Generally, Cohen & Steers uses modified duration in its investment process.
Modified duration is the approximate percentage change in a bond’s price for a 100 basis point change in yield, assuming that the bond’s expected cash flow does not change when the
yield changes. See back page for additional disclosures.
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Conclusion
We are increasingly seeing institutions move beyond a strict style-box and benchmark focus toward
outcome-focused solutions, and we believe preferreds oﬀer advantages for these allocations. One
approach adds alternative income-oriented classes to a designated income bucket. Another is core/
satellite investing, consisting of a core portfolio of diversified investments complemented by satellite
positions in specialty asset classes.
This core/satellite approach typically combines core allocations of passive strategies in highly efficient
markets with satellite allocations using actively managed strategies in sectors where managers have
greater potential for outperformance. The core strategies are often used for beta exposure (a desired
risk/return and income profile), while satellite strategies are used to generate alpha (returns in excess
of a benchmark). This combination allows investors to manage fees and pursue more attractive riskadjusted performance.
By diversifying fixed income strategies, investors may reduce portfolio volatility and mitigate interestrate and credit risks. At a time of historically low interest rates today and the prospect of higher rates in
the future, we believe the high income rates, high quality and low-duration structures of many preferred
securities offer attractive benefits for investors seeking income alternatives.

Fixed income investing—segmenting the asset classes
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Appendix: Understanding preferreds

1. A unique asset class
Lying between common stock and senior debt in the capital structure, preferreds are a form of equity
for issuers, yet act like bonds. Their subordination to standard debt instruments is a key reason why
preferreds pay high rates of income.
Ratings Examples (Moody’s/S&P)
Highest
to Lowest

Credit Class Ranking

J.P. Morgan

Senior Unsecured Debt

Bank of America

A2/A

A2/A-

A3/BBB+

Baa1/BBB+

Hybrid Debt Preferred Securities (Tier 1/Tier 2)

Baa1/BBB-

Baa2/BBB-

Perpetual Preferred Securities (Tier 1)

Baa2/BBB-

Baa3/BBB-

N/A

N/A

Capital Securities (Tier 2)

Common Stock

2. Structures
A preferred security’s duration is largely determined by its structure.(1)

Fixed rate security:
May be perpetual and typically has a
long duration upon its initial offering

2020

Duration: 14.1

2025 Call

Fixed-to-fixed rate security:
Callable or coupon resets every
five years

2035 Call
2030 Call
2020

Duration: 4.2

2025 Call

Fixed-to-floating rate security:
Issued with a set coupon and is callable or
resets to a floating rate five or 10 years on,
resulting in an intermediate-term duration

2020

2030 Call

Duration: 7.2

Floating rate security:
Quarterly coupon rest based on
changes in a specified benchmark,
resulting in an ultra-short duration

2020

More than two-thirds of the total preferreds market is
composed of low-duration (0-5 years) securities
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Duration: ~0.2

3. Two distinct markets
Retail (exchange-traded)

Institutional (OTC)

Typically fixed-rate, perpetual
securities ($25 par shares that pay
quarterly dividends); favored by
household investors

Institutionally traded, $1,000 par
securities. Dominated by lower-duration,
fixed-to-reset securities; tends to have
a lower level of interest-rate risk and
superior levels of call protection

4. A diverse global investment universe
48%

USD Institutional (OTC)
Preferreds

•

Issuers are mostly domiciled in
the U.S. and Europe.

34%

Non-USD Institutional (OTC)
Preferreds

•

18%

USD Retail
(Exchange-Traded) Preferreds

The top global institutions
primarily issue preferreds in U.S.
dollars.

Total Market Size:(2)

$1 Trillion
the total market represented by
82% ofInstitutional
over-the-counter securities

5. Low sector overlap with other fixed income classes
Top Sectors
Index Weights(3)
Banking
Insurance
Utilities
Real Estate
Energy
Telecommunications
Media
Basic Industry & Capital Goods

Preferred Securities
54
20
9
3
2
2
0
0

High-Yield Bonds
1
1
3
4
13
7
9
16

Corporate Bonds
16
4
9
3
10
4
4
9

At November 30, 2020. Source: Cohen & Steers.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. TThe information presented above does not reflect the
performance of any fund or other account managed or serviced by Cohen & Steers, and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of
performance reflected above. An investor cannot invest directly in an index and index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees, expenses
or taxes. Index comparisons have limitations as volatility and other characteristics may differ from a particular investment. (1) Duration measures the
price sensitivity of a fixed income or preferred security to changes in interest rates (or yields). The higher the duration, the greater the price change in
response to a rise or fall in yield. The duration of a preferred security depends, in part, on how it is structured. (2) Based on par values of approximately
1,500 capital securities, which include Tier 1, Upper Tier 2, and other deferrable debt instruments denominated in USD, EUR and GBP and issued in the
major domestic and Eurobond markets. Generally, denomination size must be a minimum of US$100 million if issued in the U.S. retail market, US$150
million if issued in the U.S. institutional market, EUR 200 million, or GBP 200 million to qualify for inclusion in our universe. Mandatory convertible preferred
securities are excluded. Exchange traded senior debt securities are included. Upper Tier 2 indicates the classification of the capital adequacy of a bank.
Also referred to as ‘hybrid bonds’, this type of debt is classified as Tier 2 capital with no fixed maturity date (also known as perpetual), and actually
resembles Tier 1 capital. The only difference between Upper Tier 2 and Tier 1 is that the coupon payments in Upper Tier 2 are cumulative. Both Tier 1 and
Tier 2 capital securities have deferrable interest, however the only difference is Tier 2 capital securities must pay cumulatively and Tier 1 can be deferred
without cumulative payment. Lower Tier 2 Capital indicates the classification of the capital adequacy of a bank. Tier 2 capital has a limited life span, thus
making it less effective as a safeguard against losses by a bank. This class of capital has a minimum maturity of five years and coupon payments are not
deferrable. (3) Only key sectors are shown. Sector allocations are as of the date of publication and are subject to change without notice. See back page for
index associations, definitions and additional disclosures.
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Index Definitions
An investor cannot invest directly in an index and index performance does not reﬂect the
deduction of any fees, expenses or taxes. Index comparisons have limitations as volatility
and other characteristics may differ from a particular investment.
Bank Loans: Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Index; tracks the investable market of the U.S.
dollar denominated leveraged loan market.
Emerging Market Bonds: J.P. Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index; tracks the
performance of emerging market bonds.
Global Equities: MSCI World Index – Net; a free-float-adjusted index that measures
performance of large- and mid-capitalization companies representing developed market
countries and is net of dividend withholding taxes.
European Corporate Bonds: ICE BofA European Corporate Bond Index; tracks the
performance of European investment-grade corporate bonds.
European High-Yield Bonds: ICE BofA European High-Yield Bond Index; tracks the
performance of Euro-denominated below investment-grade corporate debt publicly issued
in the euro domestic or eurobond markets.
Global Corporate Bonds: ICE BofA Global Corporate Bond Index; tracks the performance
of Euro-denominated investment-grade corporate debt publicly issued in the euro domestic
or eurobond markets.
Global High-Yield Bonds: ICE BofA Global High-Yield Bond Index; tracks the
performance of USD, CAD, GBP, and EUR denominated below investment-grade corporate
debt publicly issued in the major domestic or eurobond markets.
Preferred Securities: Represented by a 50% ICE BofA Fixed Rate Preferred Securities
Index and 50% ICE BofA Capital Securities Index through December 31, 2014, 60% ICE
BofA US Capital Securities Index, 25% ICE BofA Hybrid Preferred Securities 8% Constrained
Index and 15% Bloomberg Barclays Developed Market USD Contingent Capital Index for
periods thereafter. The ICE BofA Capital Securities Index is a subset of the ICE BofA U.S.
Corporate Index including all fixed-to-floating rate, perpetual callable and capital securities.
The ICE BofA Fixed Rate Preferred Securities Index tracks the performance of fixed-rate
U.S. dollar-denominated preferred securities issued in the U.S. domestic market. ICE BofA
Capital Securities Index is a subset of the ICE BofA U.S. Corporate Index including all fixedto-floating rate, perpetual callable and capital securities. The ICE BofA US IG Institutional
Capital Securities Index is a subset of the ICE BofA US Corporate Index including all
fixed-to-floating rate, perpetual callable and capital securities. ICE BofA Hybrid Preferred
Securities 8% Constrained Index contains all securities in The ICE BofA Fixed Rate Preferred
Securities Index that are hybrids, but caps issuer exposure at 8%. The Barclays Developed
Contingent Capital Index includes hybrid capital securities in developed markets with explicit
equity conversion or write down loss absorption mechanisms that are based on an issuer’s
regulatory capital ratio or other explicit solvency-based triggers.
U.S. Treasury Bonds: 10-Year U.S. Treasury Constant Maturity Rate, used as a
benchmark against the market for long-term maturity fixed-income securities.
U.S. Corporate Bonds: ICE BofA Corporate Master Index (Credit quality: A-); tracks the
performance of U.S. dollar-denominated investment-grade corporate debt publicly issued in
the U.S. domestic market.
U.S. High-Yield Bonds: ICE BofA High Yield Master Index; tracks the performance of
U.S. dollar-denominated below-investment-grade corporate debt publicly issued in the U.S.
domestic market.
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. The
views and opinions in the preceding commentary are as of the date of publication and are
subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that investors will experience the type
of performance reﬂected in this commentary. There is no guarantee that any historical trend
illustrated in this commentary will be repeated in the future, and there is no way to predict
precisely when such a trend will begin. There is no guarantee that a market forecast made in
this commentary will be realized. The mention of specific securities is not a recommendation
or solicitation for any person to buy, sell or hold any particular security and should not be
relied upon as investment advice. This material represents an assessment of the market
environment at a specific point in time, should not be relied upon as investment advice, is
not intended to predict or depict performance of any investment and does not constitute
a recommendation or an oﬀer for a particular security. We consider the information in this
material to be accurate, but we do not represent that it is complete or should be relied upon as
the sole source of suitability for investment. Please consult with your investment, tax or legal
professional regarding your individual circumstance before investing.

Risks of Investing in Preferred Securities. Investing in any market exposes investors
to risks. In general, the risks of investing in preferred securities are similar to those of
investing in bonds, including credit risk and interest-rate risk. As nearly all preferred
securities have issuer call options, call risk and reinvestment risk are also important
considerations. In addition, investors face equity-like risks, such as deferral or omission
of distributions, subordination to bonds and other more senior debt, and higher corporate
governance risks with limited voting rights. Risks associated with preferred securities
diﬀer from risks inherent with other investments. In particular, in the event of bankruptcy,
a company’s preferred securities are senior to common stock but subordinated to all
other types of corporate debt. Throughout this commentary we will make comparisons
of preferred securities to corporate bonds, municipal bonds and Treasury securities. It is
important to note that corporate bonds sit higher in the capital structure than preferred
securities and therefore, in the event of bankruptcy, will be senior to the preferred
securities. Municipal bonds are issued and backed by state and local governments and their
agencies, and the interest from municipal securities is often free from both state and local
income taxes. Treasury securities are issued by the U.S. government and are generally
considered the safest of all bonds since they are backed by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. government as to timely payment of principal and interest; additionally, U.S. Treasury
interest is generally free from state and local income taxes.
Preferred funds may invest in below-investment-grade securities and unrated securities
judged to be below investment grade by the Advisor. Below investment-grade securities or
equivalent unrated securities generally involve greater volatility of price and risk of loss of
income and principal, and may be more susceptible to real or perceived adverse economic
and competitive industry conditions than higher-grade securities.
Contingent capital securities (sometimes referred to as “CoCos”) are debt or preferred
securities with loss absorption characteristics built into the terms of the security, for example
a mandatory conversion into common stock of the issuer under certain circumstances, such
as the issuer’s capital ratio falling below a certain level. Since the common stock of the issuer
may not pay a dividend, investors in these instruments could experience a reduced income
rate, potentially to zero, and conversion would deepen the subordination of the investor, hence
worsening the investor’s standing in a bankruptcy. Some CoCos provide for a reduction in the
value or principal amount of the security under such circumstances. In addition, most CoCos
are considered to be high yield or “junk” securities and are therefore subject to the risks of
investing in below-investment-grade securities.
Duration Risk. Duration is a mathematical calculation of the average life of a fixed-income
or preferred security that serves as a measure of the security’s price risk to changes in
interest rates (or yields). Securities with longer durations tend to be more sensitive to
interest rate (or yield) changes than securities with shorter durations. Duration diﬀers from
maturity in that it considers potential changes to interest rates, and a security’s coupon
payments, yield, price and par value and call features, in addition to the amount of time until
the security matures. Various techniques may be used to shorten or lengthen the Fund’s
duration. The duration of a security will be expected to change over time with changes in
market factors and time to maturity.
Cohen & Steers Capital Management, Inc. (Cohen & Steers) is a registered investment
advisory firm that provides investment management services to corporate retirement,
public and union retirement plans, endowments, foundations and mutual funds. Cohen &
Steers UK Limited is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority of the
United Kingdom (FRN 458459). Cohen & Steers Asia Limited is authorized and registered
with the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (ALZ367). Cohen & Steers Japan
Limited is a registered financial instruments operator (investment advisory and agency
business and discretionary investment management business with the Financial Services
Agency of Japan and the Kanto Local Finance Bureau No. 3157) and is a member of the
Japan Investment Advisers Association. Cohen & Steers Ireland Limited is regulated by the
Central Bank of Ireland (No.C188319).
Notes for Readers in the Middle East: This document is for information purposes only. It
does not constitute or form part of any marketing initiative, any offer to issue or sell, or any
solicitation of any offer to subscribe or purchase, any products, strategies or other services
nor shall it or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with,
any contract resulting therefrom. In the event that the recipient of this document wishes to
receive further information with regard to any products, strategies other services, it shall
specifically request the same in writing from us.
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